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Abstract
This document describes the u-connectXpress Bluetooth® Low Energy Serial Port Service, which is
a non-standard Bluetooth LE service developed by u-blox to support uses cases previously supported
by Serial Port Profile on Bluetooth Classic. The u-connectXpress Bluetooth® Low Energy Serial Port
Service specification is open and may be implemented in any Bluetooth Low Energy device to enable
generic data transmission. The Serial Port Service is implemented on top of the Generic Attribute
Profile (GATT).
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1 Overview
Bluetooth® Basic Rate/Enhanced Data Rate (BR/EDR) supports the Serial Port Profile (SPP) that
emulates a serial port over air. As Bluetooth Low Energy (LE) does not support this profile there is no
standardized way of transferring generic data over the air using this technology.
This specification describes the u-connectXpress Low Energy Serial Port Service, which is a nonstandard Bluetooth LE service developed by u-blox to support uses cases previously supported by the
Serial Port Profile in Bluetooth Classic.
The specification is open and may be implemented in any Bluetooth Low Energy device to enable
generic data transmission to and from a u-blox modules running u-connectXpress software.

☞

If u-connectXpress software is running on both your central and peripheral device there is no need
for you to go into the details of this specification since the Serial Port Service is implemented in
the u-connectXpress software.

Serial Port Service is implemented on top of the Generic Attribute Profile (GATT). It contains the
following characteristics:
•
•

FIFO for reading and writing data
Credits to simulate the Bluetooth BR/EDR credit-based flow control

To connect, the central/client side sets up the ACL (Asynchronous Connection-Less) link and enables
indications for both the FIFO and credits characteristics. The server side sends the number of credits
to the client using the credit indication, and the client writes the number of credits to the server. The
credits correspond to the number of packets the remote side may write before receiving new credits.
Received credits are added to the remaining ones (if any).
Once connected and credits have been received, data transmission may start. The client writes to the
FIFO and the server sends indications or notifications with the FIFO data.
Connections without credits are also supported. Connections without credits are faster to establish
and ideal for scenarios where a small amount of data shall be transferred.

☞

This mode does not support flow control and the receiver side has no mean to stop the data flow.
This means the data may get lost if the receiver side cannot handle all the received data.
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Figure 1: SPS connection setup
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2 GAP connection setup
In most cases, the GAP connection is set up when the peripheral makes a standard advertisement
and the central detects the advertisement and identifies the peripheral as the device it wants to
connect to. Typically, the central is a smart phone making a scan, and when it finds the correct remote
device, it sets up the connection.

Figure 2: GAP connection setup

However, in some cases, it may be preferred that the peripheral knows to what central it wants to have
a connection. In that case, the peripheral makes a directed advertisement and when the central
detects the advertisement, directed to itself, it must set up the connection.

Figure 3: Directed GAP connection setup

If possible, it may be a good idea that the remaining connection setup is done with a short connection
interval. There are a few packets that must be transmitted for a complete serial port connection setup
and a shorter connection interval decreases the total connect time. Once complete, the connection
interval can be changed to a more appropriate one.
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3 GATT service discovery
Before a central makes a connection setup, it must find all relevant attribute handles. This can be
done in several ways and there is no preferred way to do so as long as all the required handles are
obtained. Caching is recommended to keep the total connection setup time as low as possible for
future connections.
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4 Serial port connection
The peripheral contains a Serial Port Service with FIFO and credits characteristics.
The FIFO characteristics are used for writing data from the central to the peripheral and to
"notify/indicate" data from the peripheral to the central.
The credit characteristics simulate the Bluetooth BR/EDR credit-based flow control. It is allowed only
to transmit the number of packets over air that matches the received number of credits. Received
credits are added to the remaining ones. The receiving side must always keep available buffers that
matches with the number of outgoing credits. The benefit of the credit-based flow control is that no
data will be lost.
The credits characteristic is optional and an implementation may choose not to support it. This
means Serial Port connection without the use of credits can be established. At connection
establishment, the client may also choose not to use the credits even though it is supported by the
server.
A connection that uses credits is hereafter referred to as a credit-based connection or connection
with flow control.
A connection that does not use credits is hereafter referred to as a connection without credits or
without flow control.
A connection without flow control is faster to set up and is ideal for transfers of smaller amount of
data. Especially in scenarios, where cached attribute handles and client configuration state can be
used, application data can be transferred immediately after the ACL link has been established without
doing any service search or writing client configuration characteristics.
There is a well-defined serial port connection setup. It involves enabling notification and indications,
and exchanging credits.
To avoid an undefined state, the transitions between credit-based connection and connection without
credits cannot be swapped during an ongoing ACL connection.

4.1 Serial Port Service

Figure 4: Characteristics of Serial Port Service

UUID: 0x2456e1b926e28f83e744f34f01e9d701
This Serial Port Service holds the following two characteristics:
•
•

One serial support for sending and receiving data (FIFO) on, and
Another for sending and receiving credits
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4.1.1 Serial port FIFO characteristic
The FIFO characteristic contains two attributes – value and client configuration.

4.1.1.1 Value
UUID: 0x2456e1b926e28f83e744f34f01e9d703
Type: uint8 array (20 bytes = min MTU - opcode_size - handle_size)
Properties: Indication/notification/write/write no response
The FIFO characteristic represents the data to be sent to the external interface, for example, UART.
All data that is received on this characteristic should be placed in an internal FIFO or directly put on
the external interface.
When data is received on the external interface, the data should be put in the internal FIFO.

4.1.1.2 Client configuration
Properties: write
The client configuration must be enabled for either notifications or indications before receiving the
data. The client configuration should be stored for bonded devices.

4.1.2 Serial port credits characteristic [Optional]
The credits characteristic contains two attributes – value and client configuration.

4.1.2.1 Value
UUID: 0x2456e1b926e28f83e744f34f01e9d704
Type: int8 (one byte)
Properties: Indication/notification/write/write no response
The credits characteristic is optional. The credits characteristic is used to send and receive credits.
For a credit-based connection, credits must have been received before sending data on the FIFO. Both
client (via writing) and server (via indication/notifications) must send it.
A connection with flow control is established by the central sending credits to the peripheral. The
peripheral accepts the connection by sending credits to the central. It may reject the connection by
responding with credits data with value -1 (0xFF) to the central. A connection with flow control is
disconnected by writing credits data with value -1 (0xFF). The disconnect is not confirmed.
For a connection without flow control, the credits characteristic is not used.

4.1.2.2 Client configuration
Properties: write
The client configuration must be enabled for either notifications or indications before receiving the
credits. The client configuration should be stored for bonded devices.

4.2 Bonding
For bonded devices, the state of the client configuration characteristic shall be stored. This means
that the procedure to set up a connection is little different for bonded and non-bonded devices. If a
device is bonded, then the client configuration characteristics do not have to be written before
transferring credits or data.
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4.3 Sequence diagrams
4.3.1 Connection with flow control [Non-bonded]

Figure 5: Connection with flow control (non-bonded)

☞

The “notify credits value” should not be sent before setting or enabling FIFO client configuration.
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4.3.2 Connection with flow control [Bonded]

Figure 6: Connection with flow control (bonded)

4.3.3 Connection without flow control [Non-bonded]

Figure 7: Connection without flow control (non-bonded)
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4.3.4 Connection without flow control [Bonded]

Figure 8: Connection without flow control (bonded)

Since the state of the credits client configuration is stored on the peripheral and central, both the
devices are aware of when the credit-based flow control is being used.
When no credits are used, the entire ACL link must be teared down to disconnect the SPS link.
To avoid an undefined state, the transitions between credit-based connection and connection without
credits cannot be swapped during an ongoing ACL connection.
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5 Requirements
M = Mandatory
O = Optional
C1 = Either notification, indications or both shall be supported

5.1 Central
Feature

Support

FIFO characteristic write

M

FIFO characteristic write no response

M

Credits characteristic write

M

Credits characteristic write no response

M

5.2 Peripheral
Feature

Support

FIFO characteristic indication

C1

FIFO characteristic notification

C1

Credits characteristic indication

C1

Credits characteristic notification

C1
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